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Grade  1 Scope & Sequence
Timeline Estimated Days Unit/Chapter
September - Early October 4 weeks Unit 1: Counting 
October 3 weeks Unit 2: Introducing Addition 
November- early December 3 weeks Unit 3: Number Stories 
December- early January 4 weeks Unit 4: Length and Addition Facts 
January 3 weeks Unit 5: Place Value Comparisons 
February 4 weeks Unit 6: Addition Fact Strategies 
March 4 weeks Unit 7: Subtraction Fact Strategies and Attributes of Shapes 
April 4 weeks Unit 8: Geometry 
May- early June 4 weeks Unit 9: Two-digit Addition and Subtraction and Review 

*allows time for reteaching as needed



Content Area: Mathematics Grade Level: First 
Unit #: 1:  Counting
Timeline: September- early October (4 weeks)
New Jersey Student Learning Standards (NJSLS-M)
1.OA.C.6 Add and subtract within 20, demonstrating fluency for addition and subtraction within 10 and add and subtract withini 20, demonstrating fluency for addition and subtraction within 10.  Use 
strategies such as counting on; making ten (e.g. 8+6 = 8+2+4=10+4=14); etc. 
1.NBT.A.1 Count to 120, starting at any number less than 120. In this range, read and write numerals and represent a number of objects with a written numeral.
1.G.A.1 Distinguish between defining attributes (e.g. triangles are closed and three-sided) versus non-defining attributes (e.g. color, orientation)
1.NBT.B.3 Compare two two-digit numbers based on meanings of the tens and ones digits, recording the results of comparisons with the symbols <,> and =
1.OA.A.1 Use addition and subtraction within 20 to sovle word probelms involving situations of adding to, taking from, putting together, taking apart, and comparing with unknowns in all positions, e.g., 
by using drawings and equations with a symbol for the unknown number to represent the problem.
1.OA.C.5 Relate counting to addition and subtraction (e.g. by counting on 2 to add 2)
1.MD.C.4 Organize, represent and interpret data with up to three categories, ask and answer questions about the total number of data points, how many in each category, and how many more or less 
are in one category than in another.
1.G.A.2 Compose two-dimensional shapes (rectangles, squares, trapezoids, triangles, half-circles, and quarter circles) or three-dimensional shapes (cubes, right rectangular prisms, right circular 
cones, and right circular cylinders) to create a composite shape, and compose new shapes from the composite shape.
1.OA.B.3 Apply properties of operations as strategies to add and subtract
Standards for Mathematical Practice
1 Make sense of problems and persevere in solving them.
2 Reason abstractly and quantitatively.
3 Construct viable arguments and critique the reasoning of others.
4 Model with mathematics.
5 Use appropriate tools strategically.
6 Attend to precision.
7 Look for and make use of structure.
Other Curricular Standards Addressed (ie. Language arts and technology)
21st Century Life and Career Skills: 9.2.4.A.4 Explain why knowledge and skills acquired in the elementary grades lay the foundation for future academic and career success. 
Technology: 8.1.2.A.1 Identify the basic features of a digital device and explain its purpose 
Technology: 8.1.2.A.4 Demonstrate developmentally appropriate navigation skills in virtual environments (i.e. games, museums)
Writing: W.1.5 With guidance and support from adults, focus on a topic, respond to questions and suggestions from peers and add details to strengthen writing as needed 
CRP4 Communication cleary and effectively and with reason.
CRP8 Utilize critical thinking to make sense of problems and perserve in solving them. 
9.2.4.A.4 Explain why knowledge and skills acquired in the elementary grades lay the foundation for future academic and career success.
Understandings: Students will Understand… Essential Questions
-established math routines for first grade 
-that number grids have patterns
-how to count using a number grid
-how to count using a number line
-how to compare numbers (greater than, less than, equal 
to)
-that there are tools we can use to help us with math
-what tally marks represent 
-how to solve number stories within 20

-How can we use patterns of counting to recite numbers up to 120?
-What tools can help me when counting?

Knowledge: Students will know… Skills: Students will be able to …
-numbers
-counting
-number line
-number grid
-compare
-more/less
-tool
-number stories
-larger/smaller
-tally marks

-use the number line to count and compare numbers
-explore tools for counting and comparing numbers
-use the number line to tell and solve number stories
-play games that prepare them for adding and subtracting within 20
-use tally marks to represent data and practice counting by 5s and 1s
-explore pattern blocks, base-10 blocks, geoboards
-tell and solve number stories to practice adding and subtracting large numbers
-work independently
-work with a partner
-work with a group 
-play buddy games 

Possible Performance Tasks: Other Evidence:
-identify dot patterns on Quick Look Cards
-represnt counts with tally marks 
-monster squeeze game
-penny-dice game
-bunny-hop game
-top it game
-rock-paper-scissors game
-rolling for 50 game 

-slate routines
--small-group notes/product
-Open Response Assessment (accuracy and explanation)
-Unit Progress Check
-exit pass
-journal pages, math boxes

Resources
-Everyday Math 4th Edition, Volume 1
-Motivation Math Level 1
-New Jersey Student Learning Standards
-ConnectEd

- Additional Drive Resources



Content Area: Mathematics Grade Level: First 
Unit #: 2: Introducting Addition 
Timeline: October (3 weeks)
New Jersey Student Learning Standards
 (NJSLS-M)
1.OA.A.1 Use addition and subtraction within 20 to sovle word probelms involving situations of adding to, taking from, putting together, taking apart, and comparing with unknowns in all 
positions, e.g., by using objects, drawings, and equations, with a symbol for the unknown number to represent the problem.
1.OA.B.3 Apply properties of operation as strategies to add and subtract.  Examples:  If 8+3=11 is known, then 3+8=11 is also known. (Commutative property of addition.) To add 
2+6+4, the second two numbers can be added to make a ten, so 2+6+4=2+10=12. (Associative property of addition.) 
1.OA.C.5 Relate counting to addition and subtraction (e.g. by counting on 2 to add 2).
1.OA.C.6 Add and subtract within 20, demonstrating fluency for addition and subtract within 10.  Use strategies such as counting on; making ten (e.g., 8+6=8+2+4=10+4=14); 
decomposing a number leading to a ten (e.g., 13-4=13-3-1=10-1=9); using the relationship between addition and subtraction (e.g., knowing that 8=4=12, one knows 12-8=4); and 
creating equivalent but easier or known sums (e.g., adding 6+7 by creating the known equivalent 6+6+1=12+1=13).
1.NBT.B.3 Compare two two-digit numbers based on meanings of the tens and ones digits, recording the results of comparisons with the symbols <,> and =
1.NBT.A.1 Count to 120, starting at any number less than 120. In this range, read and write numerals and represent a number of objects with a written numeral.
1.MD.C.4 Organize, represent and interpret data with up to three categories; ask and answer questions about the total number of data points, how many in each category, and how 
many more or less are in one category than in another.
1.OA.D.8 Determine the unknown whole number in an addition or subtraction equation relating three whole numbers.  For example, determine the unknown number that makes the 
equation relation to three whole numbers.  For example, determine the unknown number that makes the equation true in each of the equations 8+?=11, 5=_ -3, 6+6=_.
the number that makes 10 when added to 8.
1.OA.D.7 Understand the meaning of the equal sign, and determine if equations involving addition and subtraction are true or false.  For example, which of the following equations are 
true and which are false? 6=6, 7=8-1, 5+2=2+5, 4+1=5+2.)
Standards for Mathematical Practice
1 Make sense of problems and persevere in solving them.
2 Reason abstractly and quantitatively.
4 Model with mathematics.
5 Use appropriate tools strategically.
6 Attend to precision.
7 Look for and make use of structure.
8 Look for and express regularity in repeated reasoning.
Other Curricular Standards Addressed (ie. Language arts and technology)
21st Century Life and Career Skills: 9.2.4.A.4 Explain why knowledge and skills acquired in the elementary grades lay the foundation for future academic and career success. 
Technology: 8.1.2.A.1 Identify the basic features of a digital device and explain its purpose 
Technology: 8.1.2.A.4 Demonstrate developmentally appropriate navigation skills in virtual environments (i.e. games, museums)
Writing: W.1.5 With guidance and support from adults, focus on a topic, respond to questions and suggestions from peers and add details to strengthen writing as needed
CRP4 Communication cleary and effectively and with reason.
CRP8 Utilize critical thinking to make sense of problems and perserve in solving them. 
9.2.4.A.4 Explain why knowledge and skills acquired in the elementary grades lay the foundation for future academic and career success.
Understandings: Students will Understand… Essential Questions
-adding or subtracting changes how many or how much of 
something we have
-using our number sense and strategies will help us solve 
addition problems

-What strategies do we use to figure out how much or how many we have? 

Knowledge: Students will know… Skills: Students will be able to …
-strategy
-counting on
-turn-around rule 
-add/addition
-pair 
-ten-frame 
-unit box 
-number stories
-change-more diagram 
-change-less diagram 
-number model 

-use the counting on strategy to solve additon problems
-use the turn-around rule for addition
-decompose numbers and identify pairs that add to 10
-collect data using a tally chart 
-use a ten-frame to solve addtion problems 
-use unit boxes to label objects as they count 
-use change-more diagram to solve number stories 
-use change-less diagram to solve number stories 
-use number models to support work with addition and subtraction 

Possible Performance Tasks: Other Evidence:
-count objects and correctly label counts
-write number models to represent number stories 
-use counting strategies to find sums
-subtraction bingo 
-collect data using a tally chart 
-high roller game 
-rolling for 50 game 

-slate routines
-small-group notes/product
-Open Response Assessment (accuracy and explanation)
-Unit Progress Check
-exit pass
-journal pages, math boxes

Resources
-Everyday Math 4th Edition, Volume 1
-Motivation Math Level 1, Critical Thinking for Life! Unit 5 pages 31-36
-New Jersey Student Learning Standards
-ConnectEd

- Additional Drive Resources



Content Area: Mathematics Grade Level: First 
Unit #: 3: Number Stories 
Timeline: November- early December  (3 weeks) 
New Jersey Student Learning Standards For Mathematics
 (NJSLS-M)

1.OA.C.6 Add and subtract within 20, demonstrating fluency for addition and subtract within 10.  Use strategies such as counting on; making ten (e.g., 8+6=8+2+4=10+4=14); decomposing a number leading to a ten (e.g., 13-4=13-3-1=10-1=9); using the relationship between 
addition and subtraction (e.g., knowing that 8+4=12, one knows 12-8=4); and creating equivalent but easier or known sums (e.g., adding 6+7 by creating the known equivalent 6+6+1=12=1+13).
1.OA.D.8 Determine the unknown whole number in an addition or subtraction equations relating three whole numbers.  For example, determine the unknown number that makes the equation true in each of the equations 8+?=11,5=_-3, 6+6=_.
1.NBT.B.3 Compare two two-digit numbers based on meanings of the tens and ones digits, recording the results of comparisons with the symbols <,> and =.
1.OA.C.5 Relate counting to addition and subtraction (e.g. by counting on 2 to add 2)
1.NBT.A.1 Count to 120, starting at any number less than 120.  In this range, read and write numerals and represent a number of objects with a written numeral.
1.MD.A.1 Order three objects by length, compare the lengths of two objects indirectly by using a third object.
1.OA.B.3 Apply properties of operations as strategies to add and subtract.  Examples:  If 8+3=11 is known, then 3+8=11 is also known.  (Commutative property of addition)  To add 2+6+4, the second two numbers can be added to make a ten, so 2+6+4=2+10=12.  (Associative 
property of addition.)
Standards for Mathematical Practice
1 Make sense of problems and persevere in solving them.
2 Reason abstractly and quantitatively.
4 Model with mathematics.
5 Use appropriate tools strategically.
6 Attend to precision.
7 Look for and make use of structure.
8 Look for and express regularity in repeated reasoning.

Technology: 8.1.2.A.1 Identify the basic features of a digital device and explain its purpose 
Technology: 8.1.2.A.4 Demonstrate developmentally appropriate navigation skills in virtual environments (i.e. games, museums)
21st Century Life and Career Skills: 9.1.4.E.1. Determine factors that influence cosumer decisions related to money                     
21st Century Life and Career Skills: 9.1.4.E.2 Apply comparison shopping skills to purcashing decisions.
21st Century Life and Career Skills: 9.2.4.A.4 Explain why knowledge and skills acquired in the elementary grades lay the foundation for future academic and career success. 
Writing: W.1.5 With guidance and support from adults, focus on a topic, respond to questions and suggestions from peers and add details to strengthen writing as needed
CRP4 Communication cleary and effectively and with reason.
CRP8 Utilize critical thinking to make sense of problems and perserve in solving them. 
9.2.4.A.4 Explain why knowledge and skills acquired in the elementary grades lay the foundation for future academic and career success.
Understandings: Students will Understand… Essential Questions
-We can find missing numbers in a math 
sentence/equation or word problem using addtion and 
subtraction
-We can use different addition or subtraction strategies to 
solve number stories? 

How do we find the missing number in a math sentence? 
How can we solve number stories? 

Knowledge: Students will know… Skills: Students will be able to …
-part-total diagram
-number stories
-number model
-doubles facts 
-number line
-count up and back
-frames-and-arrows diagrams
-unknown
-calculator 

-use diagrams and number models to represent and solve parts-and-total situation 
-represent number stories with number models and solve them 
-informally explore doubles facts 
-count up and back on the number line 
-use the number line to solve equations with unknown number in various positions
-use frames-and-arrow diagrams to practice finding unknown numbers 
-program calculators to extend counting sequence 

Possible Performance Tasks: Other Evidence:
-find the total number of dots on dominoes
-solve simple number stories and write number models to 
represent them
-domino top-it game
-roll and total
-high roller
-penny-dice game
-subtraction bingo
-bunny hop game
-rolling for 50
-penny plate game 

-slate routines
--small-group notes/product
-Open Response Assessment (accuracy and explanation)
-Unit Progress Check
-exit pass
-journal pages, math boxes

Resources
-Everyday Math 4th Edition, Volume 1
-Motivation Math Level 1
-New Jersey Student Learning Standards
-ConnectEd

- Additional Drive Resources



Content Area: Mathematics Grade Level: First 
Unit #: 4: Length and Addition Facts 
Timeline: December- early January (4 weeks)
New Jersey Student Learning Standards Mathematics
 (NJSLS-M)
1.MD.A.1 Order three objects by length; compare the lengths of two objects indirectly by using a third object 
1.MD.A.2 Express the length of an object as a whole number of length units, by laying multiple copies of a shorter object (the length unit) end to end; understand that the length measuremetn of an object 
is the number of same-size length units that span it with no gaps or overlaps.  Limit to contexts where the object being measured is spanned by a whole number of length units with no gaps or overlaps.
1.NBT.A.1 Count to 120, starting at any number less than 120.  In this range, read and write numerals and represent a number of objects with a written numeral.
1.OA.C.6 Add and subtract within 20, demonstrating fluency for addition and subtraction within 10.  Use strategies such as counting on; making ten (e.g., 8+6=8+2+4=10+4=14); decomposing a number 
leading to a ten (e.g., 13-4=13-3-1=10-1=9); using the relationship between addition and subtraction (e.g., knowing that 8+4=12, one knows the 12-8=4); and creating equivalent but easier or known sums 
(e.g., adding 6+7 by creating the known equivalent 6+6+1=12+1=13).
1.MD.C.4 Organize, represent and interpret data with up to three categories; ask and answer questions about the total number of data points, how many in each category, and how many more or less are 
in one category than in another.
1.OA.B.3 Apply properties of operations as strategies to add and subtract.  Examples: If 8+3=11 is known, then 3+811 is also known. (Commutative property of addition.) To add 2+6+4, the second two 
numbers can be added to make a ten, so 2+6+4=2 +10=12.  (Associative property of addition.)
1.NBT.C.5 Given a two-digit number, mentally find 10 more or 10 less than the number, without having to count, explain reasoning used. 
1.OA.A.1 Use addition and subtraction within 20 to solve word probelms involving situations of adding to, taking from, putting together, taking apart, and comparing, with unknowns in all positions, e.g., by 
using objects, drawings, and equations with a symbol for the unknown number to represent the problem.
1.OA.A.2 Solve word problems that call for addition of three whole numbers whose sum is less than or equal to 20,e.g., by using objects, drawings, and equations with a symbol for the unknown number 
to represent the problem.
Standards for Mathematical Practice
1 Make sense of problems and persevere in solving them.
2 Reason abstractly and quantitatively.
3 Construct viable arguments and critique the reasoning of others.
4 Model with mathematics.
5 Use appropriate tools strategically.
6 Attend to precision.
7 Look for and make use of structure.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      
8 Look for and express regularity in repeated reasoning.
Other Curricular Standards Addressed (ie. Language arts and technology)
Technology: 8.1.2.A.1 Identify the basic features of a digital device and explain its purpose 
Technology: 8.1.2.A.4 Demonstrate developmentally appropriate navigation skills in virtual environments (i.e. games, museums)
21st Century Life and Career Skills: 9.1.4.E.1. Determine factors that influence cosumer decisions related to money                     
21st Century Life and Career Skills: 9.1.4.E.2 Apply comparison shopping skills to purcashing decisions.
21st Century Life and Career Skills: 9.2.4.A.4 Explain why knowledge and skills acquired in the elementary grades lay the foundation for future academic and career success. 
CRP4 Communication cleary and effectively and with reason.
CRP8 Utilize critical thinking to make sense of problems and perserve in solving them. 
9.2.4.A.4 Explain why knowledge and skills acquired in the elementary grades lay the foundation for future academic and career success.
Understandings: Students will Understand… Essential Questions
-we can use objects as units to measure lengths of things
-I can use strategies to solve addtion facts quickly
-I can practice my addition facts daily for fast recall

-How do we measure objects?
-How do we compare objects by length?
-How can I know my addition facts quickly?

Knowledge: Students will know… Skills: Students will be able to …
-measure
-length 
-estimate 
-tally chart
-data
-doubles facts 
-record
-operations
-10 more
-10 less

-discuss length as a measurable attribute and compare the lengths of objects directly and indirectly
-use length units to meausre lengths of objects
-estimate and measure length of objects
-collect data and display it on a tally chart
-use doubles facts as a strategy to add/subtract within 20 
-record addition facts 
-apply properties of operations and other strategies to add 3 numbers
-find numbers that are 10 more and 10 less than a given number 

Possible Performance Tasks: Other Evidence:
-directly compare lengths of 2 objects
-measure length with nonstandard unit
-answer questions about data represented by a graph
-use visual patterns to find the total number of dots
-domino top-it
-roll and record doubles game
-high roller game
-fishing for 10 game
-what's your way? game

-slate routines
-small-group notes/product
-Open Response Assessment (accuracy and explanation)
-Unit Progress Check
-exit pass
-journal pages, math boxes

Resources
-Everyday Math 4th Edition, Volume 1
-Motivation Math Level 1
-New Jersey Student Learning Standards
-ConnectEd

- Additional Drive Resources



Content Area: Mathematics Grade Level: First 
Unit #: 5: Place Value and Comparisons 
Timeline: January (3 weeks)
New Jersey Student Learning Standards For Mathematics
 (NJSLS-M)
1.NBT.B.2.  Understand that the two digits of a two-digit number represents amounts of tens and ones. Understand the following as special cases:  a. 10 can be thought of as a bundle of ten 
ones - called a "ten". b. The numbers from 11 to 19 are composed of a ten and one, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight, or nine ones.  c.  The numbers 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 
refer to one, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight, or nine tens ( and 0 ones).
1.NBT.A.1 Count to 120, starting at any number less than 120. In this range, read and write numerals and represent a number of objects with a written numeral 
1.OA.C.6 Add and subtract within 20, demonstrating fluency for addition and subtractin within 10. Use strategies such as counting on; making ten (e.g., 8+6=8+2+4=10+4=14); decomposing a 
number leading to a ten (e.g., 13-4=13-3-1=10-1=9);  using the relationship between addition and subtraction (e.g., knowing that 8+4=12, one knows 12-8=4); and creating equivalent but easier 
or known sums (e.g., adding 6+7 by creating the known equivalent 6+6+1=12+1=13).
1.NBT.B.3 Compare two two-digit numbers based on meanings of the tens and ones digits, recording the results of comparisons with the symbols >, <, = 
1.OA.D. 7 Understand the meaning of the equal sign, and determine if equations involving addition and subtraction are true or false.  For example, which of the following equations are true and 
which are false?  6=6,7=8-1, 5+2=2+5, 4+1=5+2.
1.OA.B.3 Apply properties of operations as strategies to add and subtract.Commutative property of addition.)  To add 2+6+4, the second two numbers can be added to make a ten, so 
2+6+4=2+10=12. (Associative property of addition.) {Students need not use formal terms for these properties}
1.MD.A.1 Order three objects by length; compare the lengths of two objects indirectly by using a third object.
1.MD.A.2 Express the length of an object as a whole number of length units, by laying multiple copies of a shorter object (the length unit) end to end; understand that the length measurement of 
an object is the number of same-size length units that span it with no gaps or overlaps.  Limit to contexts where the object being measured is spanned by a whole number of length units with no 
gaps or overlaps.
1.OA.A.1 Use addition and subtraction within 20 to solve word problems involving situations of adding to, taking from, putting together, taking apart, and comparing, with unknowns in all 
positions, e.g., by using objects, drawings, and equations with a symbol for the unknown number to represent the problem.
1.OA.A.8 Determine the unknown whole number in an addition or subtraction equation relating three whole numbers.  For example, determine the unknown number that makes the equation 
true in each of the equations 8+?=11, 5=_-3, 6+6=_.
1.OA.B.4 Understand subtraction as an unknown-addend problem.  For example, subtract 10-8 by finding the number that makes 10 when added to 8.
1.OA.C.5 Relate counting to addition and subtraction (e.g., by counting on 2 to add 2).
1.NBT.C.4 Add within 100, including adding a two-digit number and a one-digit number, and adding a two-digit number and a multiple of 10, using concrete models (e.g., base ten blocks) or 
drawings and strategies based on place value, properties of operations, and/or the relationship between addition and subtraction; relate the strategy to a written method and explain the 
reasoning used.  Understand that in adding two-digit numbers, one adds tens and tens, ones and ones; and sometimes it is necessary to compose a ten.
Standards for Mathematical Practice
1 Make sense of problems and persevere in solving them.
2 Reason abstractly and quantitatively.
3 Construct viable arguments and critique the reasoning of others.
4 Model with mathematics.
5 Use appropriate tools strategically.
6 Attend to precision.
7 Look for and make use of structure.
8 Look for and express regularity in repeated reasoning.
Other Curricular Standards Addressed (ie. Language arts and technology)
21st Century Life and Career Skills: 9.1.4.B.1: Participate in brainstorming sessions to seek information, ideas, and strategies that foster creative thinking.
21st Century Life and Career Skills: 9.1.4.C.1  Practice collaborative skills in groups, and explain how these skills assist in completing tasks in different settings (home, school, and play).
Technology: 8.1.2.A.1 Identify the basic features of a computer and explain how to use them effectively
Technology: 8.1.2.A.2 Use technology terms in daily practice
Writing: W.1.5 With guidance and support from adults, focus on a topic, respond to questions and suggestions from peers and add details to strengthen writing as needed
CRP4 Communication cleary and effectively and with reason.
CRP8 Utilize critical thinking to make sense of problems and perserve in solving them. 
9.2.4.A.4 Explain why knowledge and skills acquired in the elementary grades lay the foundation for future academic and career success.
Understandings: Students will Understand… Essential Questions
-we organize numbers by tens and ones to help us count 
and compare numbers
-place value is based on groups of ten
-our number system is organized in groups of tens to help 
assess and subtract numbers
-we use data to compare how two or more groups are 
simliar or different 
-by organizing and sorting data, we can describe and 
compare the numbers in a group

-why do we break numbers apart by tens and ones?
-how does the position of a digit in a number affect the value of the number?
-how can we get a sense of our data/numbers?

Knowledge: Students will know… Skills: Students will be able to …
-place value
-base 10 blocks
-longs, flats, cubes 
-calculators 
-exchange
-pennies
-nickels
-equation
-true/false
-relation symbols 

-use base-10 blocks to practice place value concepts 
-use calculators to support base-10 understanding 
-exchange pennies and nickels 
-understand 5s and 1s
-determine whether an equation is true or false 
-write numbers up to and beyond 100 on number scrolls
-use number models with relation symbols to represent and solve number stories
-use strategies for solving and comparing number stories
-use a variety of strategies to add and subtract 2-digit numbers

Possible Performance Tasks: Other Evidence:
-solve place-vaule riddles
-make place-value exchanges
-fill in a number scroll
-use relation symbols to compare 1 and 2-digit numbers
-the digit game
-penny-dime exchange game
-before and after game
-base-10 exchange game
-the difference game 

-slate routines
-small-group notes/product
-Open Response Assessment (accuracy and explanation)
-Unit Progress Check
-exit pass
-journal pages, math boxes

Resources
-Everyday Math 4th Edition
-Motivation Math Level 1
-New Jersey Student Learning Standards
-ConnectEd

- Additional Drive Resources



Content Area: Mathematics Grade Level: First 
Unit #: 6: Addition Fact Strategies 
Timeline: February (4 weeks)
New Jersey Standards For Mathematics
 (NJSLS-M)
1.MD.B.3 Tell and Write time in hours and half-hours using analog and digital clocks.
1.OA.A.1 Use addition and subtraction within 20 to solve word probelms involving situations of adding to, taking from, putting together, taking apart, and comparing, with unknowns in all positions, 
e.g., by using objects, drawings, and equations with a symbol for the unknown number to represent the problem.
1.OA.A.2 Solve word problems that call for addition of three whole numbers whose sum is less than or equal to 20, e.g., by using objects, drawings, and equations with a symbol for the unknown 
number to represent the problem.
1.OA.B.3 Apply properties of operations as strategies to add and subtract.  Examples:  If 8+3=11 is known, then 3+8=11 is also known.  (Commutative property of addition.)  To add 2+6+4, the 
second two numbers can be added to make a ten, so 2+6+4=2+10=12.  (Associative property of addition.) {Students need not use formal terms for these properties}
1.OA.C.6 Add and subtract within 20, demonstrating fluency for addition and subtraction within 10. Use strategies such as counting on; making ten (e.g., 8+6=8+2+4=10+4=14); decomposing a 
number leading to a ten (e.g., 13-4=13-3-1=10-1=9); using the relationship between addition and subtraction (e.g., knowing that 8+4=12, one knows 12-8=4); and creating equivalent but easier or 
known sums (e.g., adding 6+7 by creating the known equivalent 6+6+1=12+1=13).
1.NBT.C.4 Add within 100, including adding a two-digit number and a one-digit number, and adding a two-digit number and a multiple of 10, using concrete models (e.g., base ten blocks) or 
drawings and strategies based on place value, properties of operations, and/or the relationship between addition and subtraction; relate the strategy to a written method and explain the reasoning 
used.  Understand that in adding two-digit numbers, one adds tens and tens, ones and ones; and sometimes it is necessary to compose a ten.
1.NBT.C.6 Subtract multiples of 10 in the range 10-90 from multiples of 10 in the range 10-90 (positive or zero differences), using concrete models or drawings and strategies based on place 
value, properties of operations, and/or the relationship between addition and subtraction; relate the strategy to a written method and explain the reasoning used.
1.OA.D.7 Understand the meaning of the equal sign, and determine if equations involving addition and subtraction are true or false.  For example, which of the following equations are true and 
which are false?  6=6,7=8-1,5+2=2+5,4+1=5+2.
1.G.A.1 Distinguish between defining attributes versus non-defining attributes, build and draw shapes to possess defining attributes (e.g., triangles are closed and three-sided) versus non-defining 
attributes (e.g., color, orientation, overall size); build and draw shapes to possess defining attributes.
1.NBT.B.2.a, b, c Understand that the two digits of a two-digit number represent amounts of tens and ones.  Understand the following as special cases: a. 10 can be thought of as a bundle of ten 
ones - called a "ten."  b.The numbers from 11 to 19 are composed of a ten and one, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight, or nine ones.  c. The numbers 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90 refer to 
one, two , three, four, five, six, seven, eight, or nine tens (and 0 ones).
1.NBT.3 Compare two two-digit numbers based on meanings of the tens and ones digits, recording the results of comparisons with the symbols >,<,=
Standards for Mathematical Practice
1 Make sense of problems and persevere in solving them.
2 Reason abstractly and quantitatively.
3 Construct viable arguments and critique the reasoning of others.
4 Model with mathematics.
5 Use appropriate tools strategically.
6 Attend to precision.
8 Look for and express regularity in repeated reasoning.
Other Curricular Standards Addressed (ie. Language arts and technology)
21st Century Life and Career Skills: 9.1.4.B.1: Participate in brainstorming sessions to seek information, ideas, and strategies that foster creative thinking.
21st Century Life and Career Skills: 9.1.4.C.1  Practice collaborative skills in groups, and explain how these skills assist in completing tasks in different settings (home, school, and play).
Technology: 8.1.2.A.1 Identify the basic features of a computer and explain how to use them effectively
Technology: 8.1.2.A.2 Use technology terms in daily practice
Writing: W.1.5 With guidance and support from adults, focus on a topic, respond to questions and suggestions from peers and add details to strengthen writing as needed
CRP4 Communication cleary and effectively and with reason.
CRP8 Utilize critical thinking to make sense of problems and perserve in solving them. 
9.2.4.A.4 Explain why knowledge and skills acquired in the elementary grades lay the foundation for future academic and career success.
Understandings: Students will Understand… Essential Questions
-Mathematicians use strategies to help them solve 
addition probelms quickly
-we need to practice our math facts to become faster at 
them 

How can I solve addition problems quickly? 

Knowledge: Students will know… Skills: Students will be able to …
-hour hand 
-clock
-strategies
-number sentence
-true/false
-near doubles
-addition facts
-making-10 strategy
-name-collection boxes
-place value
-riddles
-pennies, dimes, dollars

-practice reading and displaying time on the hour-only clock
-use tools, strategies and properties of operations to solve number stories
-solve number stories with two or three addends
-determine whether number sentences are true or false
-use near-doubles strategy to solve other addition facts
-solve facts within 20
-represent their solution strategies with pictures, words, and symbols
-use the making-10 strategy for addition and subtraction within 20
-use addition and subtraction facts to complete name-collection boxes
-use base-10 blocks to solve place-vaule riddles
-apply understanding of place value to make exchanges between pennies, dimes and dollars

Possible Performance Tasks: Other Evidence:
-represent strategies for addition in writing
-use the table of contents to find information
-make place-value exchanges and identify places in 
numbers
-stop and go game
-roll and record doubles games
-fishing for 10 games
-penny-dime-dollar exchange game 

-slate routines
-small-group notes/product
-Open Response Assessment (accuracy and explanation)
-Unit Progress Check
-exit pass
-journal pages, math boxes

Resources
-Everyday Math 4th Edition, Volume 2
-Motivation Math Level 1
-New Jersey Student Learning Standards
-ConnectEd

- Additional Drive Resources



Content Area: Mathematics Grade Level: First 
Unit #: 7: Subtraction Fact Strategies and Attribute of Shapes 
Timeline: March (4 weeks)
New Jersey Student Learning Standards for Mathematics
 (NJSLS-M)
1.OA.B.3 Apply properties of operations as strategies to add and subtract.  Examples: If 8+3=11 is known, then 3+8=11 is also known. (Commutative property of addition.) To add 2+6=4, the second two 
numbers can be added to make a ten, so 2+6+4=2+10=12. (Associative property of addition.) {Students need not use formal terms for these properties}
1.OA.B.4 Understand subtraction as an unknown-addend problem.  For example, subtract 10-8 by finding the number that makes 10 when added to 8.
1.OA.C.6 Add and subtract within 20, demonstrating fluency for addition and subtraction within 10.  Use strategies such as counting on; making ten (e.g., 8+6=8+2+4=10+4=14); decomposing a number 
leading to a ten (e.g., 13-4=13-3-1=10-1=9); using the relationship between addition and subtraction (e.g., knowing that 8+4=12, one knows 12-8+4); and creating equivalent but easier or known sums (e.g., 
adding 6+7 by creating known equivalent 6+6+1=12+1=13).
1.OA.D.8 Determine the unknown whole number in an addition or subtraction equation relating three whole numbers.  For example, determine the unknown number tht makes the equation true in each of the 
equations 8+?=11, 5= _ -3, 6+6=_.
1.OA.C.5 Relate counting to addition and subtraction (e.g., by counting on 2 to add 2).
1.G.A.1 Distinguish between defining attributes (e.g., triangles are closed and three-sided) versus non-defining attributes (e.g., color, orientation, overall size); build and draw shapes to possess defining 
attributes.
1.NBT.C.5 Given a two-digit number, mentally find 10 more or 10 less than the number, without having to count, explain reasoning used.
1.OA.D.7 Understand the meaning of the equal sign, and determine if equations involving addition and subtraction are true or false.   For example, which of the following equations are true and which are 
false? 6=6,7=8-1,5+2=2+5,4+1=5+2.
1.MD.B.3 Tell and Write time in hours and half-hours using analog and digital clocks.
Standards for Mathematical Practice
1 Make sense of problems and persevere in solving them.
2 Reason abstractly and quantitatively.
3 Construct viable arguments and critique the reasoning of others.
4 Model with mathematics.
5 Use appropriate tools strategically.
6 Attend to precision.
7 Look for and make use of structure.
8 Look for and express regularity in repeated reasoning.
Other Curricular Standards Addressed (ie. Language arts and technology)
21st Century Life and Career Skills: 9.1.4.B.1: Participate in brainstorming sessions to seek information, ideas, and strategies that foster creative thinking.
21st Century Life and Career Skills: 9.1.4.C.1  Practice collaborative skills in groups, and explain how these skills assist in completing tasks in different settings (home, school, and play).
Technology: 8.1.2.A.1 Identify the basic features of a computer and explain how to use them effectively
Technology: 8.1.2.A.2 Use technology terms in daily practice
Writing: W.1.5 With guidance and support from adults, focus on a topic, respond to questions and suggestions from peers and add details to strengthen writing as needed
CRP4 Communication cleary and effectively and with reason.
CRP8 Utilize critical thinking to make sense of problems and perserve in solving them. 
9.2.4.A.4 Explain why knowledge and skills acquired in the elementary grades lay the foundation for future academic and career success.
Understandings: Students will Understand… Essential Questions
-identifying the properties of shapes can help sort them
-by breaking apart larger shapes we can make new 
shapes
-subtracting changes how many or how much we have of 
something
-using our number sense and strategies will help us solve 
subtraction problems

-Where are geometric shapes found in everyday objects?
-What strategies do we use to figure out how much or how many we have? 

Knowledge: Students will know… Skills: Students will be able to …
-addition
-subtraction
-think-addition strategy
-counting up strategy
-counting back strategy
-attributes
-attribute blocks
-defining attributes
-nondefining attributes 
-what's my rule diagram
-addition facts
-telling time
-digital clocks
-analog clocks 

-understand the relationship between addition and subtraction
-use fact triangles to practice adding and subtracting within 20
-apply the think-addition strategy
-use the counting up strategy
-use the counting back strategy
-identify the attributes by attribute blocks
-sort by attribute rules
-differentiate between defining and nondefining attributes of 2-D shapes
-use "what's my rule" diagrams
-practice addition facts
-tell time using digital and analog clocks 

Possible Performance Tasks: Other Evidence:
-record addition and subtraction facts to represent 
dominoes
-record number sentences with an unknown quantity
-identify attributes of triangles
-find a rule in a real-world situation
-beat the calculator game
-subtraction bingo game
-shaker addition top-it game
-time match game 

-slate routines
-small-group notes/product
-Open Response Assessment (accuracy and explanation)
-Unit Progress Check
-exit pass
-journal pages, math boxes

Resources
-Everyday Math 4th Edition, Volume 2
-Motivation Math Level 1
-New Jersey Student Learning Standards
-ConnectEd

- Additional Drive Resources



Content Area: Mathematics Grade Level: First 
Unit #: 8: Geometry
Timeline: April (4 weeks)
New Jersey Student Learning Standards for Mathematics (NJSLS-M)
1.G.A.1 Distinguish between defining attributes (e.g., triangles are closed and three-sided) versus non-defining attributes (e.g., color, orientation, overall size); build and draw shapes to possess 
defining attributes.
1.G.A.3 Partition circles and rectangles into two and four equal shares, describe the shares using the words halves, fourths, and quarters, and use the phrases half of, fourth of, and quarter of.  
Describe the whole as two of, or four of the shares.  Understand for these examples that decomposing into more equal shares creates smaller shares.
1.G.A.2 Compose two-dimensional shapes (rectangles, squares, trapezoids, triangles, half-circles, quarter-circles) or three-dimensional shapes (cubes, right rectangular prisms, right circular cones, 
and right circular cones, and right circular cylinders) to create a composite shape, and compose new shapes from the composite shape.
1.OA.C.6 Add and subtract within 20, demonstrating fluency for addition and subtraction within 10.  Use strategies such as counting on; making ten (e.g., 8+6=8+2+4=10+4=14); decomposing a 
number leading to a ten (e.g., 13-4=13-3-1=10-1=9); using the relationship between addition and subtraction (e.g., knowing that 8+4=12, one knows 12-8=4); and creating equivalent but easier or 
known sums (e.g., adding 6+7 by creating the known equivalent 6+6+1=12+1=13).
1.MD.B.3 Tell and Write time in hours and half-hours using analog and digital clocks.
1.MD.C.4 Organize, represent and interpret data with up to three categories; ask and answer questions about the total number of data points, how many in each category, and how many more or 
less are in one category than in another.
1.NBT.B.2 a,b,c Understand that the two digits of a two-digit number represents amounts of tens and ones. Understand the following as special cases:  a. 10 can be thought of as a bundle of ten 
ones - called a "ten".  b. The numbers from 11 to 19 are composed a ten and one, two , three, four, five, six, seven, eight, or nine tens ( and 0 ones).
1.NBT.C.5 Given a two-digit number, mentally find 10 more or 10 less than the number, without having to count, explain reasoning used 
1.NBT.C.4 Add within 100, including adding a two-digit number and a one-digit number, and adding a two-digit number and a multiple of 10, using concrete models (e.g., base ten blocks) or 
drawings and strategies based on place value, properties of operations, and/or the relationship between addition and subtraction; relate the strategy to a written method and explain the reasoning 
used.  Understand that in adding two-digit numbers, one adds tens and tens, ones and ones; and sometimes it is necessary to compose a ten.
1.NBT.C.6 Subtract multiples of 10 in the range 10-90 from multiples of 10 in the range 10-90 (positive or zero difference), using concrete models or drawings and strategies based on place value, 
properties of operations, and/or the relationship between addition and subtraction; relate the strategy to a written method and explain the reasoning used.
Standards for Mathematical Practice
1 Make sense of problems and persevere in solving them.
2 Reason abstractly and quantitatively.
3 Construct viable arguments and critique the reasoning of others.
4 Model with mathematics.
5 Use appropriate tools strategically.
6 Attend to precision.
7 Look for and make use of structure.
8 Look for and express regularity in repeated reasoning.
Other Curricular Standards Addressed (ie. Language arts and technology)
21st Century Life and Career Skills: 9.1.4.B.1: Participate in brainstorming sessions to seek information, ideas, and strategies that foster creative thinking.
21st Century Life and Career Skills: 9.1.4.C.1  Practice collaborative skills in groups, and explain how these skills assist in completing tasks in different settings (home, school, and play).
Technology: 8.1.2.A.1 Identify the basic features of a computer and explain how to use them effectively
Technology: 8.1.2.A.2 Use technology terms in daily practice
Writing: W.1.5 With guidance and support from adults, focus on a topic, respond to questions and suggestions from peers and add details to strengthen writing as needed
CRP4 Communication cleary and effectively and with reason.
CRP8 Utilize critical thinking to make sense of problems and perserve in solving them. 
9.2.4.A.4 Explain why knowledge and skills acquired in the elementary grades lay the foundation for future academic and career success.
Understandings: Students will Understand… Essential Questions
-identifying the properties of shapes can help sort them
-by breaking apart large shapes we can make new 
shapes and name them as halves and fourths

-Where are geometric shapes found in everyday objects?
-How can dividing up objects be equal?

Knowledge: Students will know… Skills: Students will be able to …
-shapes
-2-D
-3-D
-defining
-nondefining
-divide
-half
-fourth
-attributes
-combine
-identify
-hour
-half hour
-bar graph
-place value
-add/subtract 

-construct 2-D shapes
-identify defining and nondefining attributes of those shapes
-divide shapes into two equal shares and discuss how to name the shares
-divide shapes into four equal shares and name the shares
-compare the sizes of the shares to the number of equal shares
-combine 2-D shapes to create composite shapes
-identify defining attributes of 3-D shapes
-combine 3-D shapes to create composite shapes
-identify half hours
-create bar graphs
-review place value patterns 
-use place value to mentally add or subtract 10 from a given number 

Possible Performance Tasks: Other Evidence:
-partition a rectangle into two equal shares
-use a model to compare halves and fourths
-represent data in a bar graph
-solve 10 more 10 less problems
-time match game
-make my design game
-before and after game

-slate routines
-small-group notes/product
-Open Response Assessment (accuracy and explanation)
-Unit Progress Check
-exit pass
-journal pages, math boxes

Resources
-Everyday Math 4th Edition, Volume 2
-Motivation Math Level 1
-New Jersey Student Learning Standards
-ConnectEd

- Additional Drive Resources



Content Area: Mathematics Grade Level: First 
Unit #: 9:  Two-digit Addition and Subtraction Review 
Timeline: May- early June (4 weeks)
New Jersey Student Learning Standards for Mathematics (NJSLS-M)
1.NBT.C.4 Add within 100, including adding a two-digit number and a one-digit number, and adding a two-digit number and a multiple of 10, using concrete models (e.g., base ten blocks) or drawings and 
strategies based on place value, properties of operations, and/or the relationship between addition and subtraction; relate the strategy to a written method and explain the reasoning used.  Understand that 
in adding two-digit numbers, one adds tens and tens, ones and ones; and sometimes it is necessary to compose a ten.
1.MD.A.2 Express the length of an object as a whole number of length units, by laying multiple copies of a shorter object (the length unit) end to end; understand that the length measurement of an object is 
the number of same-size length units that span it with no gaps or overlaps.  Limit to contexts where the object being measured is spanned by a whole number of length units with no gaps or overlaps.
1.OA.A.1 Use addition and subtraction within 20 to sovle word probelms involving situations of adding to, taking from, putting together, taking apart, and comparing within unknowns in all positions, e.g., by 
using objects, drawings, and equations with a symbol for the unknown number to represent the problem.
1.OA.A.2 Solve word problems that call for addition of three whole numbers whose sum is less than or equal to 20, e.g., by using objects, drawings, and equations with a symbol for the unknown number to 
represent the problem.
1.NBT.C.4 Add within 100, including adding a two-digit number and a one-digit number, and adding a two-digit number and a multiple of 10, using concrete models (e.g., base ten blocks) or drawings and 
strategies based on place value, properties of operations, and/or the relationship between addition and subtraction; relate the strategy to a written method and explain the reasoning used.  Understand that 
in adding two-digit numbers, one adds tens and tens, ones and ones; and sometimes it is necessary to compose a ten.
1.NBT.C.6 Subtract multiples of 10 in the range 10-90 from multiples of 10 in the range 10-90 (positive or zero difference), using concrete models or drawings and strategies based on place value, 
properties of operations, and/or the relationship between addition and subtraction; relate to the strategy to a written method and explain the reasoning used.
1.NBT.C.5 Given a two-digit number, mentally find 10 more or 10 less than the number, without having to count, explain reasoning used
1.OA.C.6 Add and subtract within 20, demonstrating fluency for addition and subtraction within 10.  Use strategies such as a counting on; making ten (e.g., 8+6=8+2+4=10+4=14); decomposing a number 
leading to a ten (e.g., 13-4=13-3-1=10-1=9); using relationship between addition and subtraction (e.g., knowing that 8+4=12, one knows 12-8=4); and creating equivalent but easier or known sums (e.g., 
adding 6+7 by creating the known equivalent 6+6+1=12+1=13).
1.OA.D.7 Understand the meaning of the equal sign, and determine if equations involving addition and subtraction are true or false. For example, which of the following equations are true and which are 
false? 6=6, 7=8-1, 5+2=2+5, 4+1=5+2.
1.G.A.3 Partition circles and rectangles into two and four equal shares, describe the shares using the words halves, fourths and quarters, and use the phrases half of, fourth of, and quarter of.  Describe the 
whole as two of, or four of the shares.  Understand for these examples that decomposing into more equal shares creates smaller shares.
1.NBT.B.2 a, b, c Understand that the two digits of a two-digit number represents amounts of tens and ones. Understand the following as special cases: a. 10 can be thought of as a bundle of ten ones - 
called a "ten."  b. The numbers from 11 to 19 are composed of a ten and one, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight, or nine ones.   C.  The numbers 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70 80, 90, refer to one, two, 
three, four, five, six, seven, eight, or nine tens (and 0 ones).
Standards for Mathematical Practice
1 Make sense of problems and persevere in solving them.
2 Reason abstractly and quantitatively.
3 Construct viable arguments and critique the reasoning of others.
4 Model with mathematics.
5 Use appropriate tools strategically.
6 Attend to precision.
7 Look for and make use of structure.
8 Look for and express regularity in repeated reasoning.
Other Curricular Standards Addressed (ie. Language arts and technology)
21st Century Life and Career Skills: 9.1.4.B.1: Participate in brainstorming sessions to seek information, ideas, and strategies that foster creative thinking.
21st Century Life and Career Skills: 9.1.4.C.1  Practice collaborative skills in groups, and explain how these skills assist in completing tasks in different settings (home, school, and play).
21st Century Life and Career Skills: 9.1.4.E.2 Apply comparison shopping skills to purcashing decisions.
Technology: 8.1.2.A.1 Identify the basic features of a computer and explain how to use them effectively
Technology: 8.1.2.A.2 Use technology terms in daily practice
Writing: W.1.5 With guidance and support from adults, focus on a topic, respond to questions and suggestions from peers and add details to strengthen writing as needed
CRP4 Communication cleary and effectively and with reason.
CRP8 Utilize critical thinking to make sense of problems and perserve in solving them. 
9.2.4.A.4 Explain why knowledge and skills acquired in the elementary grades lay the foundation for future academic and career success.
Understandings: Students will Understand… Essential Questions
-adding or subtracting changes how many or how much of 
something we have
-using our number sense and strategies will help us solve 
addition and subtraction problems 

-What strategies do we use figure out how much or how many we have?

Knowledge: Students will know… Skills: Students will be able to …
-units
-length
-model
-solve number stories
-addends
-addition/subtraction strategies
-compare sums
-place value
-number-grid puzzles
-attributes
-dividing shapes 

-create rules using paper clips as units of length
-tell, model and solve number stories with two and three addends
-apply a variety of strategies to add or subtract 2-digit numbers
-use addition and subtraction strategies to solve comparison number stories
-use <, >, = to compare sums of prices
-review place value
-apply understanding of place value to solve number-grid puzzles
-review defining attributes and names of 3-D shapes
-review dividing shapes into 2 and 4 equal shares, naming one share and naming the whole 

Possible Performance Tasks: Other Evidence:
-measure length accurately with nonstandard units
-solve comparison number stories
-add 2-digit number stories
-use tools and strategies to solve 2-digit number stories 
and record number models
-compose and name 3-D shapes
-animal weight top-it game
-stop and go game
-time match game
-make my design game

-slate routines
-small-group notes/product
-Open Response Assessment (accuracy and explanation)
-Unit Progress Check
-exit pass
-journal pages, math boxes

Resources
-Everyday Math 4th Edition, Volume 2
-Motivation Math Level 1
-New Jersey Student Learning Standards
-ConnectEd

- Additional Drive Resources



Modifications (Special Education/Academic Support/ ELL)
Resources Modifications ELL Gifted Learners

Number Worlds Manipulatives Manipulatives Differentiation with high level materials
Touch Math Limit number of new skills taught at one time Preteach vocabulary student led discussions and learning

Education.com
Build in time for reteaching and repetition of skills 
for retention Activate prior knowledge student product choice

Smart Exchange Modify content Identify big picture concepts additional open ended tasks
BrainPop Allow verbal clarification of written answers Build in time for reteaching and repetition incorporate problem solving activities
BrainPop Jr Allow verbal responses Model expectations promote creative and critical thinking
ABCmouse Limit number of strategies taught Think and read aloud provide flexible environment

STMath
Provide anchor charts placed on students 
individual desks Provide a final product example
Limit/restrict language used from a language 
based program for students with communication 
impairments and processing disorders

Provide language objectives associated 
with concepts

New skills taught visually Act out classroom behaviors with students
Each mini skill needs to be taught multiple times 
using numerous modalities Modify assessments
Reduce visual field Use real objects
Reduce number of problems required Word walls with pictures

Extended time for strategy and guided groups
Laminated cards or mini anchor charts 
placed on students individual desks.

Pre-teach Vocabulary Same posters used every time.
Give student prompts to finish open ended 
questions

Provide sentence frames for explanation 
questions

Provide Open Ended Response with a cloze 
sentence for student to complete Scribe
Small group instruction Thematic word walls

Allow word walls to stay up during 
assessments
Reduce visual field
Reduce number of problems required
Allow time for instruction
ESL teacher can pre teach the lesson 
before introducing concept in the 
classroom.
Verbal prompting
Reword directions and allow verbal 
clarification before answering questions.
Extended time
Small group instruction
Small group testing


